




What is Dark Matter? Particle interpretation: 
(Still unknown) elementary particles that interact only weakly  
with `normal’ matter  
Example: Axion - also addresses a strong CP problem in QCD 



10-6 < ma < 10-3 eV 

from 
PDG’08 

LIPSS is a laser-based laboratory  
experiment that searches for  
axion-like particles with masses 
in the range of milli-eV 



!! Photon-axion conversion in 
presence of magnetic field 

!! Photon-(massive) paraphoton 
oscillation (no magnetic field) 

!! Photon-(massless) paraphoton 
conversion in magnetic field via 
quantum loop of mini-charged 
particles (MCP) 

Experimental  collaborations that use LSW technique:  LIPSS(Jlab, this talk) ,  
BFRT (BNL), BMV(LULI), GammeV(Fermilab), ALPS(DESY), OSCAR (CERN) 
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LIPSS IR run at 0.935 micron 
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Detector optics 

Spec10:400BR-LN 
camera 

lens mirror 
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LN2 cooled:  1.3 e/pix/hour dark noise !!! 
used 100 kHZ readout rate 





beam spot occasionally 
drifted and had to be 

adjusted using 
picomotors;  the spots 

were logged to VHS tape 

high power laser can cause 
damage to equipment if not 
monitored and held stable!! 

laser beam alignment 

Verified that the beam pointing motion 
was < 1 pixel on CCD 

1 pixel is 20x20 !m2 



run procedure: 

1.! take short (bias) exposure 

2.! take LED exposure 

3.! take long (physics) 
exposure (2 hours) 

4.! if CR hit ‘near’ signal 
region, discard run 



focusing lens 

pixel array 

< 10 µm 

spot size 

in this run the beam illuminated a 3x3 (or smaller) 
array of 20 micron x 20 micron pixels 



•! No signal observed, regions above the curves are excluded by     the 
experiment(s) at 95%CL 
•! Scalar coupling probed (`B2’ interaction); also constrained by `5th 
force’ measurement Adelberger et al, Phys.Rev.Lett.
98:021101,131104,2007 

LIPSS Result on Axion-Like Particle 

PVLAS’05 (now 
disclaimed) 

AA et al (LIPSS Collab), Phys Rev Lett 101, 120401 (2008) 



Lab `laser’ 

Helioscopes 

Microwave 
cavity 

•!Laser-based lab experiments are the 
least sensitive but the most direct:  
symmetric production-detection scheme 
•!Solar: based on predicted solar axion flux 
(remember neutrino story!) 
•!Cavity: assumes local DM density and 
sensitive within narrow (~micro-eV)  
mass range 



!! Hidden-sector U(1)H symmetry: Paraphotons                           L.B. Okun, 
Sov Phys JETP 56, 502 (1982); B. Holdom, Phys Lett B 166, 196 (1986); 

›! For the latest, see Ahlers et al, PRD 78, 075005 (2008) ; Abel et al, 
JHEP07, 124 (2008) 

›! In today talk by A. Bottino: Hidden photons mediate interaction 
with mirror particles, e.g., Rutherford scattering on mirror nuclei 

•!AA et al, arXiv:0810.4189 [hep-ex] 
•!LIPSS observed no oscillations 
•!Best LSW constraints due to high initial 
photon flux 
•!Region above the curves excluded  
at 95% CL 

Light-through-the-wall 



!! Compare with other constraints: LIPSS achieved the 
highest sensitivity in milli-eV mass range (plot compiled in 
arXiv:0905.4159) 

!! New constraint on mini-charged particle (MCP) mass 
and charge, see formalism in Ahlers et al, PRD 78, 075005 
(2008)     



!! Fall’06-Winter’07: Installation, calibration complete 

!! First data taken in March’07 

(20h in `scalar boson’ configuration) 

›! Published in PRL 101, 120401 (2008) 

›! Paraphoton result in arXiv:0810.4189![hep-ex]   

!! Spring 2009: Successful test run at ~1kW laser power 

!! July 2009: will run in `pseudoscalar boson’ 

!! Further improvements planned 
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